Adherence from
Start to Finish
Rx Savings Solutions helps members take
prescribed medications on schedule and as
directed—for better health outcomes and
to lower the $100-$300 billion in avoidable
healthcare costs attributed to nonadherence.1

1. START WITH AFFORDABILITY
Patients are more likely to adhere when they
can afford the drugs they’re prescribed.
Our patented software, 15,000+ pharmacistcurated savings suggestions, and proactive
communications ensure members can find
the lowest-cost therapies.

2. STAY ORGANIZED
The Medicine Cabinet feature organizes all
member prescriptions into one virtual display.
Medication names, strength, dosage and quantity
are populated automatically based on claims.
No manual entry required—and no chance for
clinical error. Medication reminders can be set
directly within the Medicine Cabinet.

3. KEEP DOCTORS INFORMED
Medication Reports allow members to easily
download, print, send or view the complete list
of all medications—each with associated savings
suggestions—prior to or during a doctor visit or
while at the pharmacy counter.
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4. SET A FRIENDLY REMINDER
“I forgot.” That’s how 52% of respondents answered when asked why they missed a
dose of a prescribed drug.2 The Medication Reminders feature allows members to set
convenient and customized text or push notifications reminding them to
take everything in their Medicine Cabinet on schedule.

10:00
RX SAVINGS SO...
It’s that time again! Take your
10:00 p.m. medication, then
track it at Rx Savings
Solutions.
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5. TRACK PERFORMANCE
The Report Card feature helps the member track
their adherence performance statistics for a given
month and over their entire duration on
the medication. They can also see how
they measure up against the entire
Rx Savings Solutions member community.

6. REFILL AND REPEAT
Members are alerted as refill dates approach:
days remaining or past due. Coming soon: reports
for physicians that include a member’s adherence
over the past 12 months, giving member and
physician a quick view of recent refill history.
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